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About This Game
Alien Breed™ 3: Descent is the final explosive chapter in the Alien Breed™ series, and is a science fiction arcade-shooter with
an epic story, swarms of highly intelligent alien enemies, high-impact weapons and stunning environments, developed using
Epic Games' Unreal® Engine 3. Descend into hell and once again take control of the hero, Conrad, the ship’s Chief Engineer, in
his last stand against the savage alien horde. While the doomed vessel, the Leopold, and the alien space craft plunge deeper into
the planet’s atmosphere, with an icy ocean promising a watery grave, you have just hours to defy a grisly death and survive the
alien onslaught for the final time. As you struggle deeper into the sinking alien ship, through the freezing waters flooding every
corridor, the horrifying truth surrounding the existence of the Breed is finally uncovered… In addition to the thrilling
conclusion to the single-player campaign and the relentless and competitive “Survivor” modes, the game offers action-packed,
two-player online co-operative battle modes.

Key Features
Alien Breed™ 3: Descent - The stunning final chapter in the Alien Breed™ trilogy - an action-packed mix of arcadeshooter, survival-horror and tactical weapons upgrades and customisation.
The final descent into hell!
NEW - Set pieces – battle the breed through flooded levels and hull walk sections.
NEW – Third-person action - take control of the hero, Conrad, in the new action-packed, third-person, sections.
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NEW – Fight the last stand armed with powerful new weaponry:
The Project X is a ‘BFG’ that vaporizes everything it comes into contact with.
The Electro-Link gun fires bolts of electricity and also sends chain lightning to damage nearby enemies.
NEW – Survive new alien enemies – the ‘Electro-shocker’ and dramatic encounters with the final horrifying
bosses.
Epic single-player Story mode – The final chapter in the single-player campaign mode that concludes the thrilling
narrative of the game through huge and challenging environments, including the new research lab level.
Single-player Survivor mode – Resist endless waves of intense alien horde attacks in specifically designed arena
environments.
Single-player Free-play mode – A single-player challenge mode – beat your high score on a previously completed
campaign mission.
Two-player Co-operative play mode – Work together to defeat the alien horde across three specially customised
assault maps for two players online.
Two-player Co-operative Survivor mode – Join forces online and try to survive three specifically designed arena
environments. Get competitive and challenge others online to beat your survivor abilities on the extensive Leaderboards.
Additional Online features – Quick Match/Create Game/Friends Lists/Voice Chat/Leader-boards/Steam
Achievements/Co-operative Achievements.
Upgrades shop – Search fallen comrades and lockers to accumulate cash, and then tactically spend it on weapons/kit
upgrades in the in-game shop.
Playable demo/trial – A purpose-designed, action-packed free sample section of Alien Breed™ 3: Descent, called ‘The
Prologue’, which also features a time-limited Survivor mode map.
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Such a great soundtrack!
One must experience it by him(her)self to understand what I\u00b4m talking about. :)
A beautiful exploration game with a very nice soundtrack!
My favorite one: Wakening Lands
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=CI3BLjBSmWw. My friend told me to give it a try.
Mark, if you a reading this - I hate you. Great puzzle game. Chill solitaire game. Very casual. Lots of special abilities to unlock
that gives you different ways to play the game, and you are limited to four abilities at once. This means you can cater to your
style of gaming. Nothing to brag about for graphics or sound, but the game is solid. Definitely recommended if you like casual
card games.. I can tell a lot of work went into this game; I worry it went into the wrong places. for example: there's a detailed carcustomizing option (20+ horn sounds!) and tons of characters to unlock, but the UI looks like it's only half-done, the soundtrack
is uninteresting, the death transition isn't complete, the track geometry is hard to read...
I realize this was a project by a small team, but if you want a whacky racer, and don't have a Nintendo system, All-Star Fruit
Racing is not the answer. it doesn't look done; it doesn't FEEL good. get one the Sonic racing games, instead. Sonic & All-Stars
Racing Transformed is excellent, and they're coming out with a new one in late 2018/early 2019.. i think this was worth it. you
learned a lot about alexander and some of the battles he went through.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UmB1ByQFI3U
Did a lets play on this game, It is a lota fun however I feel it lacks pacing.
To be scary there needs to be a level of tension, which there is... for the first 2 floors then after that its just predictable jump
scares.
Dont get me wrong I liked the unique design and idea, just maybe needed a bit more pacing.. This is qutie an improvement from
the old maerdy dlc.
this is my experience with the dlc engines.
the battery loco is quite, and powerful powerful, but not very fast; perfect for work in claustrophobic environments, and dock
yards.
the saddle tankengine is better than before, with fantastic physics, and the wheels stop spining, and slip when you apply the
breaks, and slippery situation. over all the engines are great.. Instead of buying this - flush your money down the toilet, it will be
more fun to watch it swirl around.. The direction controls for combat on this are frustrating; they leave you vulnerable and often
facing away from your target. The jump and climb mechanic isn't very fluid and requires you to spend a second up against the
location before it can trigger. The missions follow a pattern of get a MacGuffin needed to get access to the other MacGuffin
you needed to get past the level. I lost interest after about 20 minutes.. the game is geting better but still has some flaws it's fun
for a little bit i like playing it will netfilx on so i dont get bored the game is worth the price tho. "Pretentious game" in a nutshell.
Slightly better visuals will rip your eyes off due to being written in flash, so no texture filtering. Narrator's voice is unbearable,
like a whiny teen shares his unique and so original love story. Meh.
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